Zwift Bulletin No 9
Smart Trainer Issue (already!)
I've mentioned the smart trainer, or to more
accurately descibe it "the cycle simulator",
arrived within four days of placing the order.
Set up and first ride was Saturday 20 March.
Started having Bluetooth (BT) drops within a
week.....
This continued at the rate of one dropout per
day. I lived with this for a few days until the
rate increased to two dropouts per day.
So started a process of elimination in an
attempt to track down the problem. The
manufacturer's website was a useful
resource.
By changing one part at a time of my setup I

concluded: 
 The BT connection between the simulator
and my phone (running the game) is flakey
and does not tolerate other BT signals in the
vicinity. Therefore I dispensed with the BT
Chromecast connection between the phone
and the TV screen.
 I also had an issue with the pedestal fan,
which was in the line of sight between the
simulator and the phone. I moved the fan.
Since making these adjustments the BT
connection has been solid.

Badge Hunting
I've previously mentioned badge hunting
where, for example, you are awarded bonus
Experience Points on first completion of a
route. Most of these badges involve no more
than riding around on Zwift, whether solo or
within a group.
However, there are several badges that
require more effort, such as (for me) holding
500 watts for 10 seconds; climb the Alpe in
less than one hour and touch 100kph.
500 watts  can reach but
unable to hold
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Alpe  67 minutes

100kph  interesting. There
is only one incline in
Watopia where this is
doable for me and that is
the bonus climb, or to more
accurately describe it
"descent" to/from the Radio Tower which
reaches 17% in a couple of places. I've
touched 98kph. For that extra 2kph I reckon
I'll need to buy a rear disk and a fast time
trial bike. Either that or draft a large group
on the descent.

Dashboard Bargraph
The bar graph colours are
based on your FTP: 
Grey  Recovery
Blue  Easy/Endurance
Green  Tempo
Yellow  Threshold
Orange  VO2 Max
Red  Anaerobic

The dashboard/heads up display is
generally self explanatory, but the bargraph
running along the bottom of the screen
merits explanation.
This is a toggle display which is activated
when you accidently tap the graph icon,
either in game or on the companion app as
the image opposite.
The coloured bar is the most recent 10
minute display of your watts per kg and the
red line is your cadence.

Trainer Difficulty
I've previously mentioned Trainer Difficulty
and this was from a perspective of what I've
read, not what I experienced.
For the majority of riding on Zwift, my
preference is for a close ratio cassette and a
trainer difficulty setting of max (100%).
However trainer difficulty is useful when it
comes to the major climbs.
Take the bonus climb to the Radio Tower,
which touches 17%. My lowest gear is
34/25. I've climbed this section using two
different trainer difficulty settings: 
100%  cadence mid 50's
50%  cadence low 80's
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So trainer difficulty gives you the facility of
lower gears without having to change your
cassette.

Zwift's take on April Fool
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